
By maintaining an active online resource: 
  

•  Thought-provoking analyses 
•  Scientific perspectives on current issues 
•  Highlights of regional researchers’ work 

When can AgClimate help?  

We strive to: 
 

•  Provide a platform for 
information and dialogue 
around agriculture & climate  

•  Serve as a one-stop-shop for 
innovative scientific solutions 

•  Nurture a community of practice 
working together on climate 
change & agriculture issues 

What does AgClimate do?  

Members of the agricultural community and researchers 
actively engaging to support sustainable, climate-smart 
and climate-friendly agriculture in the Northwest VISION 

The Agriculture Climate Network 
A New Model for Climate Change Extension 

•  Increase the number and diversity of contributing authors 
•  Kick-off active discussions among readers & contributors 
•  Expand the innovations, approaches and solutions we share 

OUR  
GOALS 

www.agclimate.net 

Everyone! Particularly researchers who 
focus on climate and agriculture, 

agricultural professionals, government 
agency personnel, and producers in the 

Northwest 

Who should join?  

Connecting you to agriculture and climate change research, tools, and news 

How does AgClimate work?  
 

Right now!  
 

•  When you have a question for 
climate change experts 

•  When you need guidance on 
tools to help producers adapt 
their crops, products, practices 
& priorities to a changing 
climate 

•  When you have high-quality 
research to share 

Why do we need a new extension model? 

Photo credits, from top left, clockwise :Canola field: Brooke Saari. Infrared thermometer on pivot: USDA under CC BY 2.0. Idaho farm: Karol Franks under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0. Grape harvest: Craig Camp under CC BY-ND 2.0. Cover Crop Field Day: NRCS Oregon under CC BY-ND 2.0. Healthy Yield: NRCSOR under CC BY-NC 2.0. Cattle in field: Flickr user Roadsidepictures under CC BY-NC 2.0.  

As the climate changes we must: 
 

•  Deal with multiple variables at many scales 
•  Recognize variability in both weather AND climate 
•  Understand that we’re all affected, all part of the problem & all part of the solution 


